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Abstract

 Examine the dynamic and thermodynamic variables of 74 tropical depressions
over the South China Sea, 52 of which developed into storms, hereafter
‘‘developing,’’ with the remaining being classified as ‘‘nondeveloping.’’

 Using the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Final (NCEP FNL)
data, verified with ECMWF forecast data, we examine the dynamic and
thermodynamic statistics that characterize these tropical cyclones.

 Based on these characteristics, we propose seven criteria to determine
whether a tropical depression will develop. Five had been used before, but two
new criteria are also found to be useful.

 These two are associated with the diabatic heating rate: 1) presence of a
regular diurnal variation of the diabatic heating rate at the center and 2)
occurrence of specific peaks in the radiative-heating profile.

 Test all seven criteria on all tropical depression cases in 2018/19 before the
system developed or decayed, showing that these criteria can help to
operationally identify whether or not a tropical depression develops into a
tropical storm with an average lead time of 36.6 h.



1. Introduction

 Compared to tropical cyclones (TCs) that form in the west North
Pacific (WNP), TCs that form over the South China Sea (SCS) have
distinct climatic features and synoptic background (Lee et al. 2006;
Lin and Lee 2011; Yuan et al. 2015; Ling et al. 2016; Wang 2017).

 Compared to the TCs over the WNP, the cyclones over SCS are
weaker and have smaller median radii (using wind speed as a criterion;
Yuan et al. 2007).

 According to climatological statistics, about 67% percent of the
rapidly intensifying TCs offshore of China occur in the SCS, much
larger than the 23% in the East Sea and 10% in the Yellow Sea (Liu
and Rong 1995; Yan 1996; Lin et al. 2006).

 With their rapid intensification, sudden changes in their track, and
their complex rainstorm pattern, tropical cyclones in the SCS nearly
always bring severe damage to South China or Vietnam (Chen et al.
2004; Zhang et al. 2009; Duan et al. 2014; Wen et al. 2019; Tran-
Quang et al. 2020).



1. Introduction cont.

 Compared to forecasting the track of a tropical cyclone,
forecasting the intensity is more difficult because it depends
on processes with length scales spanning many orders of
magnitude, including smaller-scale thermodynamical processes
and larger-scale fluid dynamics (Montgomery and Smith 2017).

 Forecasting the intensity has greatly improved with the help of
NOAA’s Hurricane Forecast Improvement Project (HFIP), but
the forecasting of rapid intensification needs much more
improvement (Cangialosi et al. 2020). It has remained difficult
to accurately predict when a given tropical depression (TD) will
develop into a tropical storm (TS) (Gray 1998; Emanuel 2003;
Zawislak and Zipser 2014).

 In the SCS, forecasters still need more effective criteria to
determine if a given TD will become a TS (Gray 1998; Kerns and
Chen 2013; Huang et al. 2014).



2. Dataset and the TC developing stage
──Dataset and statistical method

 Observation: NCEP FNL (Final) Operational Global Analysis data
on a 1° × 1° grid spacing (provides values once every 6 h)

 Forecast: ECMWF data on a 0.125° × 0.125° grid spacing and 17
vertical levels (provides values once every 6 h)

 SST data from the NOAA optimum interpolation (OI) SST V2
(0.25° daily mean)

 The area is the South China Sea (SCS) and nearby (100°–
120.5°E, 0°–25°N) from 2000 to 2017.

 The track data of the TC positions are from the China
Meteorological Administration (Ying et al. 2014).





2) the cylindrical method. This latter method is used for calculating the
radial and tangential wind. Calculate the values with a fixed longitude
and latitude interval at eight directions along lines from the cyclone
center. Other than the center point, each line has 10 fixed points at
which to calculate the value and make an average (at 0.52°, 0.78°, 1.04°,
1.30°, 1.56°, 1.82°, 2.08°, 2.34°, 2.60°, and 2.86° from the cyclone center).
These fixed points extend from about 57 to 316 km from the cyclone
center, but we restrict the valid data to lie inside the annulus of 60–
300 km.

2. Dataset and the TC developing stage
──Dataset and statistical method cont.

 Apply two main statistical
methods:

1) the square box statistic
method, for the vertical wind
shear, the horizontal average
range is ±5° of longitude or
latitude from the TD center,
but ±3° for other dynamical
statistics.



2. Dataset and the TC developing stage
──Dataset and statistical method cont.



2. Dataset and the TC developing stage
──TC-developing stages

 Based on the track data, the average wind speed
(the officially determined intensity; 2-min
average maximum wind speed near the center) of
all 52 TY1 cases was 15.0 and 14.7 m/s for the 22
TD1 cases.



2. Dataset and the TC developing stage
──TC-developing stages cont.

 A large proportion of times TY2 (59.6%) and TD2 (68.2%)
occurred at 0000 and 0600 UTC, which are 0800 and 1400
LST. Hence, we mainly focus on 0000 or 0600 UTC (0800 or
1400 LST) time to calculate features of the diabatic heating
rate.

 Define the upper level as that above 300 hPa, the midlevel as
that within 800–300 hPa, and the low level as that below 800
hPa.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Wind speed

 For the developing case, the wind speed increases
at all levels for all times, whereas for the
nondeveloping case, wind speed at the lower level
has a maximum value at TD1, then decreases at
TD2.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Wind speed cont.

 For the developing TD, height of the maximum wind speed at 900 hPa
during the TY0–TY2 stages and at 850 hPa when the TD reach its
maximum wind speed at stage TY3.

 For the nondeveloping case, the maximum wind speed occurs at 925
hPa at the initial time TD0, changing to 900 hPa at the TD1 and TD2
stages. In addition, below 950 hPa, the wind speed at the peak (TD1)
stage is lower than that at the initial (TD0) stage.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Tangential velocity

 For the tangential velocity component in the developing case, the
values below 100 hPa steadily increase with time. The maximum value
occurs at 900 hPa during TY0–TY2, rising to 850 hPa at TY3.

 For the nondeveloping case, the maximum tangential velocity remains
at 900 hPa at all three times. At levels above about 200 hPa, this case
has stronger anticyclonic winds than the developing case, with the
transition from cyclonic to anticyclonic also occurring at a much lower
height than that in a developing TD.

Weaker
cyclonic circulation 



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Radial velocity

 For both cases, the radial velocity is inward below about 700 hPa, but
outward above about 300 hPa. For the developing case, the inflow at
low level and outflow at high level both generally increase with time,
the exception being at 150 hPa where the outflow at TY3 is less than
that at TY2. The cause of this change might be due to the newly
added outflow between 700 and 300 hPa causing a deeper outflow
layer at TY3. For the nondeveloping case, neither the inflow below
800 hPa nor the outflow above 250 hPa increase with time.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Vertical velocity

 In the developing case, this component has a maximum at
250 hPa at all stages. From TY1 to TY2, the vertical
velocity increases throughout the layer. But from TY2 to
TY3, the vertical velocity increases only below 400 hPa.

 For the nondeveloping case, the vertical velocity
decreases throughout the layer from the start at TD0.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Relative vorticity

 An increase in thickness of the positive relative-vorticity layer
correlates to the development of TD.

 The ratio of the magnitudes of the upper level maximum relative
vorticity to the maximum at the lower level (here about 0.21 for
the developing, 0.48 for the nondeveloping), the larger ratio
indicates a strong anticyclone circulation at the upper-level with a
relatively weak cyclone circulation at the lower-level.

positive
relative
vorticity
increases
with time

exceeding 
200 hPa

positive relative 
vorticity with 
time decreases 
below 300 hPa

the maximum value
of negative relative
vorticity occurs at
100 hPa

the maximum value
of negative relative
vorticity occurs at
150 hPa



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Relative vorticity cont.

 For the developing case, the value at 850 hPa increases with
time, consistent with previous work (Dunkerton et al. 2009;
Montgomery et al. 2010). The maximum of the positive relative
vorticity moves from 850 hPa at TY0–TY2 to 800–750 hPa at
the mature stage of TY3.

 For nondeveloping TD, the maximum positive relative vorticity
occurs at 850 hPa and decreases from TD0 to TD2.

positive relative 
vorticity decreases 

quickly below 850 hPa



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Divergence

 Both cases have positive divergence at the upper level and
negative divergence at the lower level, with the magnitudes
larger for the developing than the nondeveloping case.

 Both the developing and nondeveloping cases have their
maximum upper-level divergence at 150 hPa, so we use this
pressure level in one of the criteria.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Divergence cont.

 In the developing case, the depth of the convergent layer is about
350–400 hPa at times up to TY2, then drops to 650 hPa at TY3. The
value of positive divergence at the upper level and negative divergence
at the lower level increases fromTY0 to TY3.

 For the nondeveloping case, the depth of the convergent layer is much
lower—about 600 hPa in the TD0 stage, dropping to 800 hPa for TD1
and TD2. The value of positive divergence at the upper level and
negative divergence at the lower level decreases from TD0 to TD2.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Water vapor mixing ratio

 For the developing case, this change is positive throughout the
troposphere, but for the nondeveloping case, it is mostly negative.

 In the developing case, the change occurs below the 150 hPa level,
peaking between 900 and 850 hPa.

 In the nondeveloping case, the change instead decreases below
200 hPa, peaking at both 450 and 950 hPa.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Water vapor mixing ratio cont.

 For the developing case, the maximum value occurs at 900
hPa during TY1 and TY2, then moves higher to 850 hPa at
TY3. The WVMR change below 900 hPa is larger at TY3
than at TY2.

 For the nondeveloping case, the WVMR changes below 500
hPa are nearly the same at TD1 and TD2.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Sea surface temperature

 Comparing TD1 and TD2 to TY1 and TY2 shows that the boxes do not
overlap, meaning that 75% of the TD1 and TD2 values are lower than
all but the lowest 25% of the TY1 and TY2 values of SST.

 For both cases, the SST decreases with time. As the basic source of
energy for tropical cyclones is heat transfer from the ocean (e.g.,
Emanuel 2003), these SST decreases indicate that the ocean’s
thermal energy transferred into the atmosphere. Upper-ocean mixing
can also cause the SST to decrease (Price 1981).

average SSTs exceeding 26°C

75%

25%

average

median

higher



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Vertical wind shear

 For the developing case, the VWS value remains nearly
constant from TY0 to TY1, then increases gradually from
TY1 through TY3.

 For the nondeveloping case, the average VWS increases
steadily from TD0 through TD2.

increases steadily

remains nearly constant



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Sea surface temperature and vertical wind shear

 The VWS might be a dominant factor that can hinder the
TD from developing in SCS.

 However, the difference in VWS between developing and
nondeveloping systems is not statistically significant, with
no clear threshold value separating the two cases.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Absolute angular momentum

 In the developing case, M increases with time. An
increasing height of its maximum value, from being at 900
hPa at TY0– TY2 to being at 850 hPa at TY3.

 In the nondeveloping case, M increases to TD1 then
decreases. An height of its maximum value at 900 hPa at
all times.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Potential vorticity

PV behaves like M
steadily increasing 
with time

changing little 
and reversing

 For the developing case, PV increases only above 900 hPa after the
pre-storm stage (TY1). The maximum value occurs at 450 hPa at TY0,
but later moves down to 500 hPa.

 For the nondeveloping case, the height of the maximum PV also
decreases from 500 hPa at TD0 to 650 hPa at TD1 and TD2.

 Both the developing and nondeveloping cases have their maximum PV
layer at 500 hPa, so we use the PV at 500 hPa as part of one criterion.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──The Okubo–Weiss parameter

 OW is defined as

 Raymond et al. (2011) define a normalized Okubo–Weiss
parameter as

 This parameter equals 1 when the flow is completely
rotational, -1 when it is completely strained, and 0 for
unidirectional shear flow. It is useful for evaluating the
tendency of strain to disrupt a rotational flow.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──The Okubo–Weiss parameter cont.

 For the developing case, OW steadily increases with time below
250 hPa.

 For the nondeveloping case, OW steadily decreases with time
below 350 hPa.

 This difference between the two cases is strongest near 850
hPa, so we use the OW value at this pressure in one of the
criteria.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──The Okubo–Weiss parameter cont.

 For the developing case, it steadily increases with time
below 300 hPa. In magnitude, the developing case exceeds
0.75 below 600 hPa from TY1 to TY3.

 For the nondeveloping case, it decreases. In magnitude, it
remains below 0.7 from TD1 to TD2.

behaves similar to OW



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Potential temperature

 The potential temperature Θ continuously
increases with height in both developing and
nondeveloping cases.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Potential temperature cont.

warm core

 In the developing case, the Θ steadily increases with time, especially
between 800 and 150 hPa. The maximum increase occurs at 200 hPa for
TY1 and TY2, but at 150 hPa for TY3. During TY1 and TY2, the upper
troposphere warms by about 1.0 K. At TY3, this warming increases nearly
2.0 K at 150 hPa.

 In the nondeveloping case, the Θ decreases with time below 850 hPa and
has less heating than the developing case between 500 and 200 hPa. Also,
there is no evident increase in the warm core at 150–300 hPa.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Equivalent potential temperature

 All average profiles have minima within 500–600
hPa, but the values for the developing case are
about 2–3 K higher than those in the nondeveloping
case.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Equivalent potential temperature cont.

 In the developing case, the difference of Θe also
generally keeps increasing, not only between 400 and 150
hPa, but also between 850 and 400 hPa.

 In the nondeveloping case, the Θe below 250 hPa decrease
after TD0.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Diabatic heating rate

 The thermodynamic equation can be expressed in terms of
the Θ (Iribarne and Godson 1981; North and Erukhimova
2009; Huang et al. 2015):

;



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Diabatic heating rate cont.

 Combining Eqs.

 Using the definition of Θe (Wallace and Hobbs 2006),

 which is rewritten as



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Diabatic heating rate cont.

 For the developing case, the diabatic heating rate between TY1 and
TY2 has a peak between 150 and 300 hPa, with smaller values lower
down where the negative contribution from the phase change counters
the positive contribution from radiation. The phase-change influence
is especially large below 400 hPa.

 For the nondeveloping case, the diabatic heating rate between TD1
and TD2 has a small peak near 200 hPa and a larger peak near 600
hPa.

+-



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Diabatic heating rate cont.

 The features shown here in the developing case are similar
to those during the reintensification of TD Sinlaku (Park
and Elsberry 2013): maximum heating rates in the upper
troposphere in the region of a strong updraft, and
maximum cooling rates in the lower troposphere in the
region of a strong convective-scale downdraft.

 In general, these trends are common in developing TD,
generating convective cooling in convective regions at
relatively low levels (here, below 600 hPa) and
accumulating convective heating at relatively high levels
(here, 150–300 hPa) (Kepert 2010; Montgomery and Smith
2017; Emanuel 2018).

 Hence, the radiative contribution in developing TD here
has two peaks, one at 150–300 hPa and one below 600 hPa.



3. Dynamic and thermodynamic statistics
──Diabatic heating rate cont.

 Dunion et al. (2014) found the 6-h brightness
temperature decreasing within radii of about 200–
500 km from the early morning to late afternoon
(LST), followed by a distinct maximum in warming
from the early evening to early morning hours.

 A regular diabatic heating rate of the center TC
relates to a regular TC diurnal cycle, meaning that
the convective structure remains intact, allowing the
TC to intensify.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Determination of criteria for TS development

 Set the threshold values to equal (or slightly exceed) the upper limit
of the variable at time TD1 based on a 95% confidence interval values.

 Four other criteria are also shown in Table 5 but not used. They are
not used because they either do not show a clear threshold or they
give similar results as the above five. For example, the radial wind at
950 hPa of TD1 and TY1 overlap. Also, the three criteria at 900 hPa
relate to low-level dynamic features that duplicate the result of the
criterion for relative vorticity at 850 hPa.

overlap

duplicate



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Determination of criteria for TS development cont.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Developing case of Ewiniar (1804)



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Developing case of Ewiniar (1804) cont.

 For the OW test, the value is less than the threshold at
the 850-hPa level in observational data, but exceeds the
threshold in the forecast result.

 The forecast shows the same trend, except the large
values extend up higher, to about 400 hPa.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Developing case of Ewiniar (1804) cont.

 The normalized values OWnor exceed the
threshold value of 0.75 in both the forecast data
and the observations.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Developing case of Ewiniar (1804) cont.

 The observation data shows that the core at 150–300 hPa
gradually warms, becoming positive after developing into a
tropical storm.

 The forecast data shows a similar trend, with some larger
values.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Developing case of Ewiniar (1804) cont.

 After Ewiniar develops into a tropical storm, its average potential
vorticity gradually increases, especially between about 350 and 700 hPa.

 These trends are largely replicated by the forecast, although the
forecast predicts larger values.

 Potential vorticity values in both datasets exceed 0.5 PVU at 500 hPa
before and after the depression develops into a storm, satisfying the
criterion.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Developing case of Ewiniar (1804) cont.

 This rate varies diurnally, heating the whole vertical layer
between about 0800 to 2000 LST, then cooling between
about 2000 to 0800 LST the next day.

 This diurnal variation of the diabatic heating rate
indicates that this TD will develop into a TS, and thus
satisfies criterion.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Developing case of Ewiniar (1804) cont.

 Before the TD develops into a TS at 1400 LST 4
June, both the observations and forecast data show
the radiation term (dQr /dt) peaking in 150–300 hPa
and below 600 hPa.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Developing case of Ewiniar (1804) cont.

 At night, both the observations and forecast data
give irregular profiles of radiative heating.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Developing case of Ewiniar (1804) cont.

short-term 
fluctuations



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Nondeveloping TD2 (18N2)

 This depression shows
stronger dynamic
features that could
erroneously lead one
to predict storm
development.

 Of the first five
criteria, four of them
(relative vorticity at
850 hPa, the
divergence at 150 hPa,
the OW parameter at
850 hPa and the
average normalized
parameter OWnor
below 600 hPa) are all
satisfied.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Nondeveloping TD2 (18N2) cont.

 The center temperature difference show that the warm core
disappears at 150–300 hPa.

 The criterion for the potential vorticity at 500 hPa is satisfied for
neither observation nor forecast.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Nondeveloping TD2 (18N2) cont.

 This case has no
regular diurnal
variation of the
diabatic heating
rate, as well as
no normal profile
of the radiative
heating term at
the pre-decaying
time.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Nondeveloping TD2 (18N2) cont.



4. Application to 2018/19 TD cases
──Other cases in 2018/19

 For all 11 cases, only one TD case was unsuccessful.
Specifically, case 1801 was predicted as nondeveloping,
yet actually developed, possibly due to an underestimate
of the intensity. The other six TD cases were successfully
predicted, with an average lead time of 36.6 h.



5. Conclusions and discussion

 For the developing case, we found the vertical velocity had maximum values at
250 hPa at all four stages. From the prestorm TY1 to storm TY2 stage, the
vertical velocity increased throughout the layer, but at peak stage increased
only below 400 hPa.

 The average sea surface temperatures were larger in developing tropical
depressions than those in nondeveloping tropical depressions, and in both
cases the temperatures decreased during the depression.

 The absolute angular momentum and the potential vorticity steadily increased
in the developing case. In contrast, for the nondeveloping case, the absolute
angular momentum and the potential vorticity decreased after peak stage.

 For the developing case, the potential temperature and the equivalent
potential temperature steadily increased with time between 800 and 150 hPa.
The maximum increase of the potential temperature occurred at 200 hPa in
the prestorm and storm stages, but at 150 hPa in peak stage.

 The diabatic heating rate between prestorm and storm had relatively large
values in 150–300 hPa, with smaller values below 500 hPa.



5. Conclusions and discussion cont.

 For the nondeveloping case, the potential temperature decreased after the
initial time below 850 hPa. Also, the equivalent potential temperatures at peak
and decaying stages were lower than those at the initial stage below 250 hPa.

 We applied all seven criteria to all 11 tropical depression cases in 2018/19,
finding that they correctly determined whether or not 10 of the 11 tropical
depressions developed. For these 10 successful cases, the prediction was on
average 36.6 h before the depression developed or decayed.

 The thresholds and the profiles might be sensitive to the choice of model and
its resolution (e.g., diabatic heating profiles can greatly vary). Moreover, we
have not examined how well these criteria may apply to storms in other
regions.

 Concerning the application of the two new criteria, the diabatic heating
profiles might be retrievable using radar or satellite observation (Bessho et
al. 2010). In this way, the proposed method may be assimilated into the initial
conditions of an existing model for improving TC forecasts in real time.

 A well-organized field experiment should be run in the South China Sea to
examine the genesis and development of tropical cyclones.



The End…

Thanks！

Questions??


